
Discrimination, Harassment and Bullying Pretest
Directions:  Place a “X” next the situations that you think depict discrimination, harassment,
bullying, intimidation or retaliation and/or an “*” for instructional opportunity.  Add any
conditions needed to clarify.

____  1. Nicole keeps grabbing Brad’s hat off his head in the hallway and won’t  give his hat
back when Brad asks for it.  They are friends about equal in size and strength.

____  2. Jared and Alex wrestle a lot.  One day, Jared hurts his arm as a result.  Jared is
Caucasian; Alex is Latino.

____  3. When Natalie approaches Jacob places his hand to his mouth, saying "Woo-woo-
woo" even though he has been taught that this behavior is inappropriate.  Natalie,
who is a Native American, laughs it off.

____  4. A group of girls chase Kenshi down the hallway at lunch trying to flirt with him even
though he has asked them to stop.

____  5. Molly and Amara fight about whose turn it is in a basketball game.

____  6. When they are picking teams in gym, Ramon’s classmates always leave him out.
Ramon is the only non-white kid in the class.

____  7. Scott and Tony snap the bra straps of girls who sit in front of them almost every day.

____  8.  Erica and Matt kick each others’ feet under the desk in class.  Matt is bigger and older
than Erica.

____  9. Juanita frequently asks Dakota, “Why are you so fat?”  Then she and her friends
pretend to wait for her answer barely suppressing their giggles.

____  10. Chris keeps calling Todd “gay” because of the music he listens to.

____  11. Three kids tease Ben about his hair until it gets him upset.

____  12. Keisha gets mad and calls Rachel a racist name because Rachel didn’t show up for
her party.  Keisha is white, Rachel is African-American.  (What if they were both
African-American?)


